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E i f a t i i m t o ' " O n a g e o m e t r i c p r o b l e m co r i ce i rh ing d i sc s ' ^ 
A. P. BOSZNAY and B. M. GARAY 
As Professor Shlomo Reisner (Haifa) has kindly pointed out to us, the equality 
in our paper [1, lines 8—9 on page 327] is incorrect, Unfortunately, this computational 
'error requires that — keeping the idea of the original argumentation unchanged — 
the second part of the verificatibri bi" forhitila (1) in [1] should be rewritten. 
In particular, lines 23—24 bn p. 32'6 and lines 1—20 'on p. 327 are to b'e replaced 
by the follbwing: 
"Given vi'£ R" arbitrarily, therb is a uni'quely dbfihe'd onto projection Pw: 
with Ker Pw={A(w, 1)|A£R}. Define 
r ' ( w ) = inf {y >- 0 | | | (x , r) | | = 1, | |Pw (x , y)|| s 1 + 5 0 } , 
n = inf { J » | M g 1}. 
By elemeiitary fcbmpactness arguments, r0>-0. Similarity, ther'e bxists a constant 
K>b such that ||Pw(x, y)\\^K whenever ||(*,y)|| = i, |H>|sl. 
Suppose now that a - ^ r j K and choose |j>|sa arbitrarily. 
For brevity, we write P=Py/u. By (c), there exist a (not necessarily uniquely 
determined) x=3c^)CR" and a (nbt necessarily uniquely determined) c='c(y)£R, 
'c>-0 such that 
(2) |1 (x, ac)|| = i a n d \\P'(x,ac)\\ £ i + <V 
fclearly We have P(x, ac)='(x—'cy, b), so 
(3) 'K £ \\(x—cy, 0)|| = \x-cj>\ S l + 50 . 
kince 'dcsslr0 and a < r 0 / K , there holds 
(4) c 
For z=—-—we have that |z| = 1 ahd that 
\x-cy\ 
d*(z,y) = \Mz)-hM\ = °)-(y>«) = 
= 0]| | * c - x + ^ ^ ^ j . 
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In virtue of (3) and (4), we obtain that 
c - 1+c - 1 |c— \x—cy\\ — c~1+c~1(c—\x—cy\) = 
= l - c - X k - c ^ l - l ) ^ l - c - 1 ^ 
so 
(5) da(z, y) < 1 provided that a < rjK. 
Since |z| = 1, (1) is a trivial consequence of (5)". 
Since the error in lines 8—9 on p. 327 has no effect on other parts of our original 
paper, it means that (to the best of our knowledge) all statements and examples of [1] 
are correct. 
Further, lines 2—3 on p. 329 are to be replaced by the following "Given e > 0 
arbitrarily, (as a simple consequence of [2, Cor. 1]) there exist examples d with 
s u p 
yiBx(0,1)*€SX(<U) 
We apologize for the mistakes-
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